Messages of Greeting at Opening of the Fair

BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 13.—The texts of addresses of greeting to officials of the San Francisco Golden Gate International Exposition, as from President Roosevelt, Governor Olson and Mayor Rossi were as follows:

President Roosevelt:
Commissioner Creel, President Creel:

Although I have commissioned you to speak for me in the ceremonies that mark the opening of the Golden Gate International Exposition, I cannot forego this further and more personal expression of my deep interest. From these windows in the White House across the Potomac, I see the Golden Gate with the West, and I see the Golden Gate International Exposition. I see the eleven Western States who are so generously contributing to it, and I see its great significance. As a home of democracy, I see the Golden Gate International Exposition as the most important of all expositions. As a home of democracy, I see the Golden Gate International Exposition as the most important of all expositions.

Governor Olson:

My fellow-citizens and people from everywhere:

We are gathered here today on Treasure Island, in the beautiful Golden Gate International Exposition. As Americans, we know our America and our fellow Americans. As Americans, we know our America and our fellow Americans. As Americans, we know our America and our fellow Americans. As Americans, we know our America and our fellow Americans.

Trip to Both Fairs Urged

One government agency has helped financially to build the Bay Bridge and the Golden Gate Bridge; both of them engineering wonders. Another agency has helped with men and materials to raise this new island from the ocean bed. And another has assisted in the establishment of the great airport that rises and other buildings that will remain. And the site reverts to its intended purpose—a great airport, necessary to the commerce of the Pacific Coast and a vital and integral part of our national defense.

In the name of all the citizens of California, I am proud to participate in this memorable event and to greet you all. I welcome you, and I welcome you from other States to join us in our celebration of the opening of the Golden Gate International Exposition.

California is indeed proud of its accomplishments, which always have been splendid. California has set America's highest mountain and the deepest valley, the most productive soil and the widest variety of scenic wonders. California's industries will dramatize their products and services.

Mayor Rossi:

We, here on the shores of the Pacific, finding peace and progress through democratic processes, are a beacon of International good-will, people two great bridges have been built connecting San Francisco Bay and wonderful exhibits from other parts of the world. We pray for world peace, which can only come through a determination by people who are being led to war, that world leaders shall be replaced by representatives of nations of the world and that the whole American circle—that is logical that California

It is logical that California has helped with the richest of gifts to the Pacific. The good God by whose grace we are here today, and in the name of the United States, I am privileged to speak to you on this great occasion.